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NEW QUESTION: 1
In Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011,
which of the following specifies how the status values of a
record map to a goals in-progress or actual
values?
A. the roll-up fields
B. the goal targets
C. the goal metric
D. the time period
Answer: C

Explanation:
The goal metric specifies how the status values of a record map
to a goal's in-progress or actual values.
The time period fields on the Goal record specify how the date
fields on a record determine which time
period it should count toward in-progress or actual values.
A specific value of a goal metric is entered for a specific
time period. This is referred to as the Goal Target
value.
Rollup Fields define the record types and fields for which
targets are set, and for which actial and inprogress values are tracked.

NEW QUESTION: 2
What two tasks must be performed in the system to allow users
to start and/or cancel Onboarding (Transitions) prehire and new
hire processes from the Recruiting Center?
(Choose two.)
A. Configure the Advanced eOffer process to allow users to
communicate with a candidate.
B. Grant the appropriate user type permissions to initiate and
cancel prehire and new hire processes.
C. Move the candidate into the prehire process.
D. Add Onboarding (Transitions) actions to a candidate profile.
E. Add Onboarding (Transitions) actions to Candidate Selection
Workflow steps.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Fourth Coffee has an ASP.NET Core web app that runs in Docker.
The app is mapped to the www.fourthcoffee.com domain.
Fourth Coffee is migrating this application to Azure.
You need to provision an App Service Web App to host this
docker image and map the custom domain to the App Service web
app.
A resource group named FourthCoffeePublicWebResourceGroup has
been created in the WestUS region that contains an App Service
Plan named AppServiceLinuxDockerPlan.
Which order should the CLI commands be used to develop the
solution? To answer, move all of the Azure CLI commands from
the list of commands to the answer area and arrange them in the
correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: B,E
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